
Cleanroom 
Services

The sustainable way to take care 
of all your cleanroom needs



Our Cleanroom solution is tailored to your needs Experience excellence 
in Cleanroom 
solutions with 
Lindström
Why buy when you can rent?

Buying, owning, and managing cleanroom
textiles may not be at the heart of your
business strategy. At Lindström, we
understand that your focus should be on your
core business. That’s why we offer a
comprehensive cleanroom rental service that
takes care of all your cleanroom needs,
freeing up your time and money.

Our all inclusive service

When you choose Lindström, you gain
access to a complete cleanroom solution.
We take care of everything, from acquiring
the garments and supplies to laundry,
decontamination using validated processes,
quality inspection, lifecycle tracking, delivery,
storage, and even textile disposal. With our
service, you only pay a weekly rental fee,
making it a cost-effective choice for your 
business.

Save time and 
money by renting 
instead of buying

Be guaranteed
compliance to

have GMP

Keep your 
employees happy 

by ensuring the 
safety, hygiene and 

comfort 

Digitally track the
entire lifecycle of

cleanroom
products

Be more
sustainable by

choosing durable
textiles and an

easy eco friendly
service

Interested?
Read more here >

Scan me!

Our cleanroom solution is designed to meet your specific requirements. Our service guarantees compliance 
with Good Manufactur ing Practices (GMP), ensuring that your cleanroom operations meet the highest 
standards of cleanliness and contamination control.
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Get the GMP compliant, sustainable and cost-efficent solution in one go

Experience the power of a comprehensive cleanroom solution that seamlessly combines GMP 
compliance, sustainability, and cost-effectiveness.

With our state-of-the-art facilities operating in accordance with ISO 14644-1 and strict adherence to 
GMP procedures and regulations, we offer a one-stop solution that ticks all the boxes. Your cleanroom 
environment will meet the highest standards of cleanliness, ensuring the integrity and safety of your 
operations.

Certificates
ISO 9001 ISO 14001
ISO 45001 EN 14065

Our Cleanroom Service
Complies with ISO 14644-1 and adheres to 
GMP and IEST-RP-CC003.5 guidelines.

Guaranteed quality and compliance

For our Quality, Environmental, Health & 
Safety, Biocontamination Control Systems.
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Designed for maximum life 
with durable materials

Our products are durable and properly
decontaminated as per the validated 
process, 100% visually inspected & 
properly packed in individual pouches 
in ISO classified area.

Maintained with minimal water and energy
consumption

Our processes have optimised water, chemical and energy 
consumption during the processing cleanroom garments.  
Our washing processes validated as per EN 14065.

Weekly deliveries 
and pick-up: 

We deliver hygienically 
packed cleanroom
garments to our 
customers on time with 
minimal carbon footprint 
– our trucks never drive 
empty. Delivered with 
optimised loads and 
routes.

Recycled to create 
new

We aim to recycle 100% 
of our textile waste by 
2025.

Optimisation of textiles usage 

Full traceability of each items through RFID chips/QR codes. Easy to 
monitor garment’s life cycle and handle storage and final disposal.

Digitalised 
service

Our service 
orders and 
lifecycle reports/
delivery reports 
can be seen in
eLindström. 
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Renting 
textiles is a 
sustainable 
and carefree 
option – this is 
how it works  

Check out our 
Cleanroom Laundry 
Service Video >

Scan me!
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Our Cleanroom 
Service offering

In highly controlled production conditions, 
people are the most common sources of 
contamination. Our specialised cleanroom 
garments serve as a vital barrier, effectively 
preventing contamination. Our cleanroom 
solutions are tailored to meet your specific 
needs, while our vigilant monitoring ensures 
the optimal lifecycle management of your 
garments.

Comprehensive cleanroom gowning solution 
from state of the art ISO 5 and ISO 7 laundries 
with or without Steam Sterilisation service.

• Cleanroom garments
   - Overall, hoods, boots
   - Undergarments shirt and trousers
• Cleanroom goggles
• Cleanroom mops 
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Get to know 
eLindström here >

Make your 
journey with us 
easy, efficient 
and transparent
With our comprehensive cleanroom
solution, we help companies to
prevent contamination caused by
employees working in critical
manufacturing area.

Our standardised service produced
with the validated washing & drying
technology ensures, that the 
cleanroom garments and 
accessories are always hygienic 
and decontaminated as per the 
validated process, 100% visually 
inspected & properly packed in 
individual pouches in ISO classified 
area and delivered to customer’s 
premises for their disposal.

Our online portal eLindström makes 
it easier for the customers to 
manage their service 24/7 in all of 
the delivery locations even on their 
mobile device.

Easy-to-use tool to track lifecycle of 
the cleanroom textiles

Easy – Easily manage all your 
Lindström services and different 
delivery locations. 

Convenient – All relevant 
information can be seen 
straight on your dashboard. 
Make additional orders, refill 
supply stocks and other service 
requests if needed. 

Transparent – Track deliveries 
and products, view the status 
of service requests and orders.  
Gain insights about circulation 
speed and volumes.

Fully mobile – Use whenever 
you want, wherever you want.  
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Get to know our 
sustainability goals >

Scan me!

Our circular 
model 
promotes 
sustainability

We understand the importance 
of increasing the lifecycle of 
cleanroom garments, and we 
are continuously evaluating and 
optimising our processes to 
achieve this goal. By extending 
the lifespan of these garments 
through improved maintenance 
and efficient processes, we aim 
to minimise waste generation 
and contribute to the industry’s 
sustainability efforts.

Guaranteed hygiene 
more ecologically

Our laundries follow 
EN 14065 standard for 
which guarantees the
hygiene level during the 
whole laundry process. 
Also, we wash our textiles 
in a more ecological 
way as water, chemicals 
and energy usage is 
optimised

Waste management
By collaborating with
the organisations 
specialising in the
recycling/ upcycling of 
discarded cleanroom 
garments, we ensure that
a significant portion of 
the waste generated from 
cleanroom garments
is diverted from landfills 
and given a new purpose 
through recycling or
upcycling initiatives.

Support our net zero 
targets - choose the 
circular solution

We aim to halve our
emissions by 2030 and 
reach net zero by 2050.
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firstname.surname@lindstromgroup.com
www.lindstromgroup.com

07/2023

Lindström Group
Hermannin rantatie 8
00580 Helsinki, Finland
Tel. +358 20 111 600

Why we do what we do
Lindström’s job is to make customers’ lives easier 
with textile services. We want to inspire people to 
shine and businesses to grow in a sustainable way.

Our Cleanroom services are the great example of 
these goals. They provide you with an easy to use and 
environmentally friendly way of taking care of your 
cleanroom needs.

Want to know more? Visit our website at
www.lindstromgroup.com


